
 
  

Measure Results In Ads Manager 
 
 
Another great part of the Facebook Ads platform is their analytics tool.  Facebook provides a 
robust set of metrics that allows you to determine how your ads are performing. 
 

● Click here for links that walk you through Facebook’s Reporting and Ad Performance 
capabilities: 
 

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/251850888259489?helpref=faq_content 
 
In the Ads Manager home screen, you will be able to choose the performance view for your ads. 
On the upper right side of the screen, you will see a drop down button titled Columns.  Scroll 
through this feature to see the different metrics you can measure with each of your ads. 
I have found the “Performance and Clicks” and “Video Views” to be the two most helpful metrics, 
but you should play around so that you are familiar with all the options. 
Once you have run enough ads, you will be able to start comparing them to see which ones are 
performing optimally and which ones are not.  
 
 

● Some key stats & terms to keep in mind: 
○ Reach - The number of people who saw your ads at least once.  Reach is 

different from impressions, which may include multiple views of your ads by the 
same people. 

○ Impressions - The number of times your ads were on screen. 
○ CPM - The average cost for 1,000 impressions. 
○ Cost Per Results - The average cost per result from your ads. 
○ Frequency - The average (estimated) number of times each person saw your ad. 
○ Link Clicks - The number of clicks on links within the ad that led to destinations or 

experiences, on or off Facebook. For ads promoting Instagram profile views, link 
clicks include clicks on the ad header or comments that led to the advertiser's 
profile. 

○ Cost Per Link Click - The average cost for each link click. 
○ Clicks - The number of actual clicks on your ads. 
○ 3 Second Views - The number of times your video played for at least 3 seconds, 

or for nearly its total length if it's shorter than 3 seconds. For each impression of 
a video, we'll count video views separately and exclude any time spent replaying 
the video. 

○ Cost Per 3 Second Video View - The average cost for each 3-second video view. 
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○ Thru Plays - The number of times your video was played to completion, or for at 
least 15 seconds. Learn more. 

○ Cost Per Thru Play - The average cost for each ThruPlay. 
○ Video Watches 25%, 50%, 75%, 95% & 100% - The number of times your video 

was played at 25% of its length, including plays that skipped to this point. 
○ Video Plays - The number of times your video starts to play. This is counted for 

each impression of a video and excludes replays. 
○ Conversion Rate Ranking - A ranking of your ad’s expected conversion rate. 

Click here to learn more.  
○ Engagement Rate Ranking - A ranking of your ad’s expected engagement rate. 

Engagement includes all clicks, likes, comments and shares.  Click here to learn 
more. 

○ Quality Ranking - A ranking of your ad’s perceived quality based on feedback on 
your ad’s post-click experience.  Click here to learn more.  

○ Last Significant Edit - The most recent date you made a significant edit to your 
campaign or ad set, which may restart the learning phase. A significant edit is 
when you pause your ad set or make a change to optimization event, audience or 
creative. Click here to learn more. 

○ Video Average Watch Time - The average time a video was played, including any 
time spent replaying the video for a single impression.  Click here to learn more. 
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